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In accordance with the provisions of chapter 47 of
the Resolves of 1937, relating to Sabbatia Lake in the
city of Taunton, the following report is respectfully
submitted.
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SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
CONSERVATION RELATIVE TO ACQUISI-
TION BY THE COMMONWEALTH OF SAB-
BATIA LAKE IN TAUNTON.

[Conservation.]

As a result of investigation made during the past sum-
mer of Sabbatia Lake as a whole, the land adjacent to
its shores and the section of which the lake and immedi-
ately adjacent land comprise a part, I believe that it
offers many features essential and desirable for a reser-
vation or park for public use.

There appears to be a need for a larger area and better
facilities to properly serve that portion of the lake most
used each summer by the general public and specifically
referred to in the following report.

The need for a reservation to comprise the entire lake
and all or a major portion of the adjacent land seems to
me, as a result of the investigation, not sufficiently evi-
dent to justify the cost of acquisition of such reservation
or park at Sabbatia Lake at this time. The nature of
the section is such that it presents many favorable recre-
ational assets for larger public use, but the demonstrated
need for recreational outlets for a large number of people
is so much more pronounced in certain other parts of the
State that first consideration, in my opinion, should be
given to other locations.

I concur with the suggestion made in the following
report that for the present the area of most intensive
use at the lake be enlarged and improved by local action
and with local funds.

ERNEST J. DEAN

Cfre Commontocalti) of Massachusetts

Commissioner of Conservation
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November 23, 1937.

Ernest J. Dean, Commissioner of Conservation, 20 Somerset Street,
Boston, Massachusetts.

Dear Sir : In accordance with the provisions of
chapter 47 Acts of 1937, which directed this Department
to investigate the subject matter of House Document
No. 1833 relating to the advisability of acquiring all of
Sabbatia Lake and adjacent land for state reservation
purposes, and in compliance with your instructions to
make such investigation, the following report is sub-
mitted for your consideration.

Location, Area and Accessibility.

Sabbatia Lake comprises a body of water of 200 acres
situated in Taunton, its nearest point being about two
and one half miles from the heart of the city, and about
one mile from the thickly settled portion of the city’s
northern limits. It is readily accessible by automobile
over good roads, and can be reached by a bus line making
frequent trips from Taunton to within six tenths of a
mile of the water’s edge.

The lake has a shore line perimeter of approximately
5.77 miles, has a maximum width of 3,800 feet, is 7,664
feet long, has a maximum depth of water of 33 feet and
an average depth of 17 feet.

Several years ago a dam 30 feet in width and 8 feet
high was constructed at the south end of the lake by the
Whittenton Manufacturing Company, and this com-
pany controls the water rights in the lake. The company
with its plant, situated at Whittenton, a mile below the
dam, uses the water of the lake mainly during the winter
and spring when it is at high levels, and does not alter
the level of the lake for its manufacturing purposes
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during the summer months. It would appear, therefore,
that the water rights held by the company have not in
the past and will not in the future affect adversely the
use of the lake for public recreational purposes. This
understanding of the situation has been confirmed by
Mr. Vanderwalker, manager for the Whittenton Company.

Land, Area and Ownership.

For the purposes of this investigation, the adjacent
land referred to in House, No. 1833 has been considered
to be the area bordering the lake and comprised within
a tract bounded by Bay Street on the south and west,
Field Street on the north and Scadding Street on the east.
Within these limits a portion of the area near the junc-
tion of Bay Street and Scadding Street, and along a part
of Bay Street, Lake View Avenue and Lake View Place,
is so largely occupied by houses, camps and other closely
built structures that it appears desirable to not include
this portion for public reservation purposes. The re-
maining land area comprises approximately 220 acres
divided into 89 lots owned by 36 individuals and occu-
pied by about 60 structures consisting of camps, cot-
tages, farm buildings and ice houses. The parcels vary
in size from shore lot subdivisions of 25 by 100 feet up
to farm holdings of 35 or more acres. Many of the
buildings on the several properties are summer camps
of small size and of inexpensive construction and at
present in various stages of repair and condition. There
are two or three camps suitable for all-year use attrac-
tively situated, of modern design and of a larger size
than the majority of the structures. The buildings on
the few properties used for farming purposes within
the area are in general good condition, and five ice
houses, mainly good-sized buildings, are used each year
when ice can be harvested.

Within the limits indicated the area is comprised of
approximately one third open land, used in part for
farming purposes, and the major portion of the remaining
area is occupied by a ground cover of mixed hardwood
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and conifers either in mixed or pure stands and ranging
from small-sized sprout growth up to trees of 12 inches
in diameter and over. On considerable portions of the
area there are fine stands of trees consisting of many of
the most desirable species and represented by all age
classes up to maturity.

Assessed Values.
From the assessor’s records for 1937, the total assess-

ment for buildings is $33,000, and the total assessment
for land, $12,280. Based on assessed values, where
acreage figures are available from the assessor’s records,
the value per acre for all types of land involved other
than subdivision camp sites ranges from $l3 to $lOO,
an average of $71.80 per acre. A uniform assessment
basis for camp sites 25 by 100 feet is $5O per lot. The
assessed values on the camps range from $l5O to $2,000,
farmhouses from $l,OOO to $2,500, and ice houses from
SlOO to $2,000.

Usage.

Sabbatia Lake is a great pond, and its waters are used
to a considerable extent each year for boating, canoeing
and fishing. The latter is prohibited during the period
between November 1 to May 29 of each year up to May
29, 1939, in accordance with state law relating to stocked
waters.

The most intensive use by the general public of the
lake appeared from the investigation to be of a portion
at the southern end indicated on the submitted plan 1

by the letters A, B, C, D and E and shown in color. This
portion has been subdivided into camp lots in general
of a size of 25 feet by 100 feet, but up to the present,
structures have been erected on but seven of the fifty-
five lots shown. Forty-five of them are owned by one
individual and eight others by another owner. The
shore line along this portion constitutes the only beach
of any material size along the entire lake and the only

Plans referred to are available when needed from the D(
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one available for general public use. Both owners re-
ferred to permit free use of their properties and derive
a revenue from the maintenance of refreshment dispen-
satories during the summer months. The owner of the
major portion of this property, Mr. Felix Girard, has
improved a considerable part of his rear land by thinning
out the woodland and making an area suitable for
picnicking.

In order to get an idea of how much usage this beach
area received at intervals during the hottest weather of
the past summer, a check was made by Mr. John Montle
of this Department, with results as follows;

r'w. Persons in Massachusetts c2*„+„Datf- Bathing. Cars. { Out of State.

Sunday, June 27 .... 91 27 -

Saturday, July 3 .... 35 26 5

Sunday, July 4 .... 86 47 20
Monday, July 5 78 42 17
Thursday, July 8 .... 250 64 14
Friday, July 9 . 300 74 12
Saturday, July 10 .... 300 93 34
Sunday, July 11 500 147 53
Saturday, July 17 .... 250 61 31
Sunday, July 18 .... 400 120 43
Saturday, July 24 260 95 33
Sunday, July 25 .... 425 150 91

2,975 946 353

The above figures were secured during an attendance
at the beach of but an hour or two at a time, and should
be multiplied considerably to properly represent the
usage during a full-day period. The figures also do not
include persons at the beach who were not in bathing.

The conditions at the beach are not suitable to properly
care for a large number of people. A half dozen single
unit bath houses of rough board construction and un-
sightly in appearance do not help materially in serving
the numbers of persons using the beach, with the result
that undressing and dressing must be done in automo-
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biles or in the wooded portion of the premises. Sufficient
parking space for automobiles is not available, and
proper sanitary facilities are lacking.

The concentration of use by the public on this portion
of the lake would appear to call for a more extensive
beach and woodland area and improved facilities to care
for such numbers as the past summer indicated were
attracted to the sector and for probable increasing future
usage.

The area shown on the plan and designated as A, B,
C, D, E, F and G would, if publicly owned and adminis-
tered, take care of any immediate needs.

The ownership and assessed values of this portion, as
taken from the assessor’s records for 1937, are as follows:

Owner. Land. Buildings.

A and G Felix Girard $1,730 $l,lOO

B Felix and Anna Pelletier ..... 400 750
C John B. and Dinah Valoquette .... 100 500
D Interstate Land Company .... 100 300

E Lerois and Charles Courcy ..... 150
F Now or formerly MacGregor, Tracy & Donoghue 500

$2,980 $2,650

These combined ownerships would comprise an area
of approximately 36 acres having a lake frontage of over
2,000 feet, of which the present beach occupies 659 feet.
Lot F is of a sandy nature, and the present beach could
be extended along the full length of the lot at small cost.

The selling price of the two main holdings in this unit
was stated by the owners to be $11,125, and based on
these figures it is estimated that the cost of the unit A,
B, C, D, E, F and G would be $19,250.

Sabbatia Lake and its adjacent land has much in its
favor considered as a public reservation or park. The
lake itself and the nature of its surroundings of woods

Summary.
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and open areas offer an opportunity for nearly all kinds
of recreation usually related to large bodies of fresh
water, such as bathing, boating, canoeing, fishing, camp-
ing, picnicking, skating, and, to a certain extent, skiing.
The lake and adjacent land within the exterior limits
first above referred to constitutes but a small portion
of a large section that is more or less adaptable for
recreational purposes. The investigation indicated, how-
ever, that the opportunities for such recreation by the
people of that section of the State are not at the present
time restricted in the area as a whole to any pronounced
extent, and it would appear that while a most desirable
state reservation or park could be established at Sab-
batia Lake at a cost for property acquisitions estimated
to be between $75,000 and $lOO,OOO, the real need for a
state reservation of this kind and extent at this time
seems questionable.

The investigation would seem to indicate that if the
area of most pronounced public use were enlarged as
above suggested, the immediate needs of the situation
would be properly taken care of, and this is considered
to be a local matter that can be undertaken by the city
of Taunton and other communities in the section served
by the lake and its vicinity.

Respectfully submitted

F. L. HAYNES,
Forester.


